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Abstract—With increasing requirements for high quality,
low bandwidth video transmission systems, comes a demand
for more ad hoc video encoders. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), or just drones, have recently grown in popularity
and use. Therefore, in this paper, we provide an efficiency
comparison of the two most popular video encoders in a
First-person view (FPV) drone piloting system. We film all
the test sequences ourselves, using a drone with an attached
4K camera. Each sequence captures a scene with different
spatiotemporal characteristics. Because video encoders are
sensitive to video content or scene complexity, instead of
doing a comprehensive comparison of all sequences at
once, we first classify all the sequences into four groups.
Finally, we examine the compression efficiency by varying
the parameters with the highest impact on encoder operation.
The quality of compressed footage is determined using four
objective video quality measures. Due to high computational
complexity, tests were performed on several nodes of a
supercomputer and the relative encoding times were also
considered.
Keywords—Image Processing, High Efficiency Video Coding, H.264, Video Coding, Data Compression

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, roughly 82% of all global Internet traffic are
video streams [1]. Modern video coding techniques offer
beyond 100 times bitrate reduction with still objectively
high video quality (tested on samples from this article), but
as seen from the high traffic percentage, there is a demand
to do better. Video encoder efficiency highly depends on
video content. Also, efficiency is a relative term depending
on the use case. Sometimes the ultimate goal is to achieve
high bitrate reduction and acceptable video quality, with
the cost of long encoding time. An example of such a
case would be on-demand video streaming, as seen in
services like YouTube [2] or Netflix [3], where the video is
pre-encoded and stored on servers. The first-person view
(FPV) drone piloting system is an example of a system
where encoding time is a huge factor when speaking of
coding efficiency. This article will focus on such real-time
streaming systems.
Video encoders can be optimized to fit their use case.
In an FPV drone piloting system, user input from the controller is very useful information for the encoder. It could
be synced with motion estimation procedure to achieve
outstanding motion prediction and hence, better video
compression. An encoder can be adapted in yet another
simpler, but not so efficient way. Popular implementations
(x264, x265 etc.) offer a set of parameters that can be
tweaked to fit the encoder use case. This is the approach
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we have described throughout this paper, and our mission
was to find an optimal set of parameters for our use case.
Group of Pictures (GOP) size, target bitrate and Quantization Parameter (QP) are some of the parameters that
affect encoding operation the most. Both x264 and x265
implementations offer the user a possibility to arbitrarily
change those parameters. GOP size defines the distance
in frames between two Intracoded frames. Target bitrate
sets a desired final bitrate. The encoder will try to get as
close to this bitrate, but sometimes QP restriction won’t
allow that. QP defines how strongly the transformation
coefficients will be quantized and is usually described with
two subparameters: QP min and QP max. QP min sets the
minimum quantizer scale, and QP max set the maximum
quantizer scale. All three parameters are correlated. Test
results have shown a very high correlation between QP
and target bitrate, therefore in tests, we also considered
the actual bitrate.
Video quality evaluation can be done objectively and
subjectively. Best results are obtained subjectively [4],
by surveying a group of people. But subjective video
quality evaluation requires a lot of resources (mostly
time) which we could not afford, so the evaluation
was done using four objective video quality metrics Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity
(SSIM), Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF)
and Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator
(BRISQUE). All metrics will be further discussed in later
chapters.
II. RELATED WORK
As discussed in the introduction, encoder comparison
usually revolves around on-demand adaptive streaming.
The biggest difference between these systems and our
FPV system is that they do not consider encoding times,
which is crucial in real-time streaming. As our goal is
to compare tweaked x264 and x265 implementations in
an FPV drone piloting system, some have already done
similar research in different systems. Malhotra et al.
[5] showed how significant bitrate saving for the same
quality can be achieved by using x265 instead of x264
encoder. The same result was obtained in [6], where it
was revealed that x265 (along with aomenc and libvpx)
achieve substantial compression efficiency improvement
over x264. If computational complexity is not considered,
from many other various analyses it is safe to conclude that
x265 outperforms x264 in practically every aspect. Even
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subjective quality metrics confirm that x265 dominates
over x264 [7].
Mansri et al. [8] claim that each newly born codec outperforms its predecessor in terms of coding efficiency with
an increase in computational complexity. The question is
whether x265 is really a better option in the FPV drone
piloting system when everything (including computational
complexity) is considered. The key is to find a good tradeoff between encoding time and encoded video bitrate, all
while keeping the video quality at high levels. Drones are
limited by battery capacity, so energy consumption is also
an important factor. Previous research has shown that realtime encoding can be achieved by parallelizing the encoder
up to its parallelisation limits which are dependent on the
encoder implementation [9].
III. VIDEO QUALITY EVALUATION
Video quality is determined using objective quality
metrics. The idea is to encode a series of raw videos with
several different encoding parameters and calculate every
metric for each encoded video. As that results in hundreds
of encoded videos, the process needs to be automated.
A. Process automatization
We automated the process by designing a test environment consisting of 6 Python scripts:
•

•
•

•
•
•

encode.py – encode input video through all combinations of defined coding parameters using FFmpeg
[10]
quality_assessment.py – calculate PSNR, SSIM and
BRISQUE scores
generate_vmaf.py – calculate VMAF (VMAF is isolated from other metrics because we use FFmpeg to
calculate it)
avg_vmaf.py – extract average VMAF scores
append_vmaf.py – combine VMAF scores with scores
of other 3 metrics
draw.py – visualize results. This can be challenging
when dealing with multi-dimensional data. For a clear
interpretation, we draw interactive parallel coordinates and bubble charts using plotly [11].

•

•

•

NR (No Reference) – typically used when there
is no reference image available. NR metrics use
models trained on huge sets of images with common
distortions to evaluate quality
FR (Full Reference) – these metrics compare compressed image pixel values with corresponding reference image pixel values and use that information to
calculate quality scores
RR (Reduced Reference) – a combination of NR and
FR metrics. We didn’t use any RR metric in this
article.

Of the 4 metrics used, only 1 is an NR metric
(BRISQUE) and 3 are FR (PSNR, SSIM, VMAF). A
smaller BRISQUE [13] score indicates better perceptual
quality, while for FR metrics it’s the inverse. PSNR scores
typically range from 30dB to 50dB, SSIM from 0 to 1, and
VMAF [14] scores range from 0 to 100 and are designed
to linearly map to the human opinion scale.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to get the best results for our use case, we
filmed 16 4K/60fps raw sequences using a DJI ZENMUSE
X5S camera on DJI Inspire 2 drone. Figure 1 shows the
frames of each sequence. It’s crucial to capture scenes with
different spatiotemporal characteristics since compression
quality is highly dependent on scene complexity [15].
A. Sequence classification
To get more granulated results, we classified each
sequence into one of 4 classes (Figure 2):
•
•
•
•

A - low spatial and low temporal complexity,
B – low spatial and high temporal complexity,
C – high spatial and low temporal complexity,
D – high spatial and high temporal complexity.

For each raw video, all scripts need to be executed
sequentially. This results in a series of .csv files, each
containing multiple text rows describing encoder parameters and the scores obtained for those parameters. Since
the whole processing pipeline is computationally very
complex, it’s impractical to run it on an average computer.
That’s why we deployed all scripts on supercomputer
BURA [12], located in Rijeka. BURA has a multicomputer
cluster of 288 compute nodes, each having two Xeon E5
processors inside and 64GB memory. Even on BURA, it
took approximately 3 minutes to process a single frame.
B. Objective image/video quality metrics
There are 3 types of objective image/video quality
metrics:
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Fig. 2: Sequence classification
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Fig. 1: Class A, B, C and D frames (from top to bottom row)

Spatial complexity is determined by the amount of
smooth areas and edges in an image. The more smooth
areas (spatially low-frequency areas), the lower the spatial
complexity. An example of a low spatial complexity image
is A1 from Figure 1, and D2 is a good example of
a high spatial complexity image. Temporal complexity
is determined by a difference between two consecutive
frames. A bigger difference means higher temporal complexity. In other words, when objects (or the camera)
move fast, the temporal complexity is likely to be high.
Even though there are objective methods for classifying
sequences based on spatial and temporal information [16],
for purpose of this article sequence classification was
subjectively determined. Test results will be displayed for
each class individually, but an overall result will also be
calculated.
B. Results representation
We faced the challenge of visualising 10-dimensional
data: codec, target bitrate, actual bitrate, average QP, GOP
size, encoding time, PSNR, SSIM, VMAF and BRISQUE.
Parallel coordinates (Figure 3) turned out to be the most
appealing solution for us. The plot might not be so vivid
in form of an image, but it is interactive and by filtering
data, we managed to extract some important conclusions,
discussed in the fifth chapter. Table I represents crucial
data in form of a table. Results confirmed our assumptions
regarding target bitrate and QP correlation. Oftentimes, the
target bitrate was far off from the actual bitrate, because
the QP restriction was set too high/low. Encoder can’t
generate a video with the desired bitrate if it’s not allowed
to use a wide enough spectrum of quantization factors,
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and that results in redundant data. Therefore, the table
only displays the actual bitrate alongside relative metric
scores and encoding time. For example, if the H264 SSIM
score is 0.88, and the H265 SSIM score is 0.93, the table
will display a value of 5.68%. First four table rows (A-D)
represent average scores for each class, and the fifth row is
an overall average for all compressed sequences. Table II
shows a few class-averaged samples with specific values
so readers can get a sense of value ranges.

C. Encoder parameter analysis
For H264 we used the libx264 implementation supported by FFmpeg, and similarly, for H265 we used
libx265. Both implementations offer a wide spectrum of
parameters that can be tweaked in the encoding process.
Below is an example of a command we used to encode
videos. The command was called multiple times with
varying parameters by using the call function from the
subprocess package in python scripts.
ffmpeg -framerate 60 -i %04d.tif -c:v
libx264 -b:v 8000k -qmin 15 -qmax 35 -g
120 example_output.mp4
More details regarding encoder implementations can be
found in [17].
Because of strong QP and target bitrate correlation,
huge deviations between libx264 and libx265 appear at
extremely low and extremely high bitrates. Both codecs
were tested with an identical set of parameters, but x265
handled the QP restriction better than x264.
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Bitrate
[Mbps]

PSNR (more
is better)

SSIM (more
is better)

BRISQUE
(less is better)

VMAF (more
is better)

Encoding time
(less is better)

2.75 (-30.56%)
4.12 (1.67%)
5.88 (-1.90%)
7.59 (0.88%)
27.28 (-27.52%)
2.66 (-25.34%)
4.17 (1.96%)
5.97 (1.81%)
7.66 (2.27%)
26.79 (-29.17%)
4.49 (-22.53%)
5.46 (-2.57%)
7.24 (0.08%)
13.03 (-9.36%)
61.48 (1.07%)
3.36 (-33.23%)
4.06 (1.79%)
5.91 (0.46%)
9.48 (-3.64%)
39.86 (-14.54%)
2.49 (-26.91%)
3.95 (-18.61%)
5.79 (-16.99%)
8.69 (-8.69%)
36.37 (-14.82%)

9.11%
8.37%
4.87%
3.47%
0.33%
9.87%
7.30%
4.71%
3.05%
0.48%
7.45%
8.93%
6.84%
2.93%
0.73%
8.63%
10.31%
6.41%
3.96%
0.63%
8.24%
3.91%
6.24%
3.92%
1.26%

5.55%
3.52%
1.88%
1.34%
0.23%
4.28%
3.09%
1.89%
1.19%
0.29%
7.23%
7.06%
4.72%
1.82%
0.38%
5.00%
6.07%
3.14%
1.69%
0.31%
4.08%
2.18%
3.68%
2.22%
0.72%

-7.39%
-7.99%
-4.44%
-2.73%
16.25%
-9.07%
-7.82%
-5.51%
-3.81%
11.85%
-0.21%
-1.04%
-0.12%
1.61%
8.67%
-7.56%
-7.83%
-4.81%
-3.79%
4.67%
-10.45%
-7.88%
-3.59%
-0.36%
6.45%

19.39%
14.31%
7.39%
4.88%
0.71%
22.58%
13.21%
7.82%
4.62%
0.70%
20.24%
21.18%
13.84%
4.17%
0.49%
24.43%
24.65%
11.82%
4.41%
0.19%
19.17%
9.69%
12.47%
5.79%
1.35%

19.48%
25.76%
24.78%
25.84%
37.27%
23.47%
25.00%
26.43%
28.97%
44.63%
47.96%
20.99%
38.00%
15.53%
32.21%
48.32%
33.10%
42.63%
44.69%
80.38%
24.19%
31.75%
9.05%
11.71%
50.86%

Class

A

B

C

D

Overall

TABLE I: Libx265 results relative to libx264 (libx264 anchor)
Codec

libx264

libx265

Bitrate
[Mbps]

PSNR (more
is better)

SSIM (more
is better)

BRISQUE
(less is better)

VMAF (more
is better)

Encoding time
(less is better)

3.31
4.45
6.25
9.44
38.86
2.41
4.47
6.26
9.11
33.41

33.68
35.44
37.07
38.57
41.30
36.64
38.51
39.17
39.86
41.51

0.88
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.98
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98

61.97
60.53
58.11
56.49
48.19
57.98
56.61
55.82
55.12
53.13

68.79
77.35
84.87
91.73
98.21
83.69
91.25
93.44
95.85
98.72

37.25
35.57
35.37
35.68
37.54
50.69
44.49
47.58
44.90
54.54

TABLE II: Few class-averaged coding quality samples with specific values

GOP size had a minimal impact on encoder operation
and compression quality. Using the fixed target bitrate and
QP, PSNR varied approximately ±1.5% for GOP sizes of
90, 120 and 150. This happened to be the case with both
codecs.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This article provides an efficiency comparison of the
two most popular video encoders in the FPV real-time
streaming system. After filming 16 raw drone sequences,
we classified them into four classes regarding spatiotemporal complexity and encoded each sequence through
numerous combinations of encoding parameters. Four objective video quality metrics were calculated for each set
of encoding parameters, resulting in over 1000 samples.
Because of the very high computational complexity, all
calculations were done on HPC BURA. Samples were
processed to display vivid results for each class, but an
overall result was also provided.
Test results indicate that x265 outperforms x264 in
every aspect except for encoding time. For approximately
the same bitrate, x265 showed up to 10% higher PSNR,
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7% higher SSIM, 20% higher VMAF and up to 11% lesser
BRISQUE scores. On average, x265 required 25% more
encoding time.
Test results varied for every class, which confirms
our assumption that encoder operation depends on scene
complexity. Class C footage had the highest encoding
time and lowest metric scores for a fixed bitrate. Class D
follows, and (besides some outliers) B had the best scores
on average.
In our opinion, coding quality can be slightly improved
by tweaking encoder parameters to fit scene content. Our
results show that improvements achieved in this way are
almost not noticeable, and it’s questionable if finding
perfect encoding parameters is worth the effort. Final
bitrate is by far the most eloquent factor. We believe much
better improvements could be achieved by redesigning the
encoder operation, for example by improving the motion
estimation technique as described in chapter 1. To achieve
substantial improvements, changes in lower level encoder
design must be made.
By observing what could be changed in lower level en-
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Fig. 3: Video encoding results for x264 and x265 with various parameters, encoding time and quality data interpreted
using parallel coordinates

Fig. 4: Class A-D VMAF scores

coder design, we saw an opportunity in offloading encoder
complexity to the decoder side. By skipping demosaicking
and working with the raw Bayer image data, encoding
time could be significantly reduced. In future research we
would like to artificially insert raw G, B and R data into
Y, U and V components and compress the video as such.
Later at the decoder side, we would do demosaicking and
finish the decoding process.
While researching real-time compression algorithms, we
stumbled upon wavelets. Wavelets could be a subject of
future research, and could potentially be a great solution
in FPV streaming systems because of their very low computational complexity. Therefore, future research could
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include designing a wavelet encoder and comparing its
efficiency with x264 or x265. Also, objective sequence
classification could be done instead of subjective.
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